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ABSTRACT
The ialue of synoptic imaging of the nlruiets is illustrated.
11ie advantage of the Large Space Telescope, as compared with
grOM(1-based telescopes and plruletary orbiters and flybys, is
discussed. Desirable LST camera parameters and observing strate-
gies are considered from the standpoint of synoptic imaging.
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Decades of ground-based observations have shown that our neigh-
boring planets in the solar system are -very dynamic bodies. Astronomers
have long been fascinated by the recurring clouds, occasional dust
storms, and the ever-chiuiging polar caps and hoods on A-firs. Faint
atmospheric markings and spectroscopically variable regions circu-
late around Venus, while Jupiter displays continuously van big patterns
of belts, zones, and spots. Because of the limited resolution of
ground-based images, comparatively little is known about dynamical
processes on Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, but it is unlikely that
these planets are completely devoid of change. Transitory spots have,
in fact, been detected on Saturn.
Despite the severe limitations of ground-based observation,
synaptic programs have yielded a lot of information and will continue
to do so foj• a long time to come. Planetar., photographs, now being
collected at ten tines the rate of a decade ago, provide unprecedented
continuity and homogeneity in the material available for analysis
(Baum, 1973). Spectroscopic campaigns, such as the recent study of
'Venus by Young (1973), are also beginning to delve into the character
of time variations in planetary atmospheres, Synoptic polarimetry
(Rowell, 1973) is beginning to reveal interesting variations, and I
suspect that photometry and spectrophotometry of planets could benefit
from a more synoptic approach than has thus far been applied. in the
present paper, however, I shall confine remarks to the rationale for
synoptic imaging.
Decades of ground-based observations have shown that our neigh-
boring plarncts in the solar system are very dyn.unic bodies. Astronomers
have long been fascinated by the recurring clouds, occasional dust
storms, and the ever- ch;uig ing Molar cams and hood ,; on ',tars. Faint
atmospheric markings and spectroscopically variable regions circu-
late arowid Venus, while Jupiter displays continuously varying patterns
of belts, zones, and spots. Because of the limited resolution of
groutid-based images, comparatively little is known about dynamical
processes on Saturn, Ifr.uurs, and Neptiuie, but it is tunlikely that
these planets are corrq)letely devoid of change. Transitory spots have,
in fact, been detected on Saturn.
Despite the severe limitations of ground-based observation,
synoptic programs have yielded a lot of information and will continue
to do so for a long time to come. Planetary photograplLs, now being
collected at ten times the rate of a decade ago, provide unprecedented
continuity and homogeneity in the material available for analysis
(Baum, 1973). Spectroscopic campaigns, such as the recent study of
Venus by Young (1973), are also beginning to delve into the character
of time variationE hi planetary atmospheres Synoptic polarimetry
(Bowell, 1973) is beginning to reveal interesting variations, and I
suspect that photometn' and spectrophotometry of planets could henefit
from a more synoptic approach than has thus far been applied. In the
present paper, ha-;ever, I shall confine remarks to the rationale for
Synoptic imaging.
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There is no ]dope of tuiderstanding the changes which we see occur-
ring on pl nets if observations are taken only once or at long intervals.
Consider the global 1971 dust storm on 11irs (Capon mid Martin, 1972),
whose development is illustrated in Fi ure 1. Within a month the pl,uiet
went from its normal appearance to a totally featureless disk. A few
good photographs appropriately spaced like those in Figure 1 would, of
course, have revealed that a dust stonn had occurred, but synoptic
obsorvations of the type being produced by the International Planetary
Patrol Program (Baum, 1973) are required if anythinng is to be said
about t way in which the storm developed. Figure Z shows the first
ten days of the storm as observed on Patrol photographs taken in red
light Glartin, 1973). Outlines represent the extent of storm-brightened
areas at two-hour intervals each day, the times being labelled in terns
of a Martian analog of apparent solar time at Greenwich (i.e., twenty-
fourths of a'Mart.an day counting from midnight at 0 0 longitude). One
can see that the dust stone went through a daily cyclee of regeneration,
advancing farther each day than it did the day before.
In 1971 a major disturbance also occurred on .Jupiter, and its
development is shown in Figure 3. In the space of less than a week,
the disturbance grew from a tiny ultraviolet spot in the south equa-
torial belt to a bright splotch comparable in size to the Red Spot
(Bator, 1971). Here again the value of synoptic observations is evident.
The .features that we observe in ultraviolet light on Venus are
less distinct than those observed on Mars and Jupiter. Variations
P	 i
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In these features and their circulation around Venus have been studied
by several investigators, including Boyer :aid GURA (1969) and Caldwell
(1972). Not only do the features appear to move around the planet in
a retrograde sense with a period of about four days, but they also
fade and revive in an unpredictable mariner.
These are only a few of the more striking examples of dynamic
processes occurring on other planets to illustrate the value of synoptic
observations, and I shall mention some others later. Let us now turn
to the question of the value of synoptic planetary observations from
the Large Space Telescope as compared ulth synoptic observations from
planetary flybys and orbiters or from the ground.
Planetary orbiters permit short-ternm glimpses of local detail,
but do not provide planetwide synoptic coverage. Few people realize
how limited a view can be had with a planetar y orbiter. Figure 4
illustrates the best of a preliminary set of candidate orbits around
Afars for the first Viking orbiter in 1976. The figure represents a
Tbrcator neap of the planet, and the outlines indicate the areas that
are adequately illuminated and that can be seen with reasonable view-
ing geometry by the orbiter instruments during the early days of the
mission. llne actual fields of view for single exposures with the
orbiter cameras (and associated innstrwrx--nts) are very small patches
within these areas of access. Labels ,.;; 'ire 	 `l ines identify hours
preceding and following peri.apsis. The act labelled "P" identifies
the sub-spacecraft point at the time of periapsis. On each outline,
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part of the boundary represents the mi.n nium sun elevation angle (i.e.,
a line parallelling the terminator), while the rest of the bow'+dary
represents the maximum acceptable obliquity of view. It turns out,
in fact, that vertical viewing will be possible only from about two
hours before periapsis until a few minutes after.
Suppose, :" r exaruple, that we wish to monitor what is going oil
in the vicinity of Sinus Dferidiajii, 0° latitude and ti° longitude.
That area will be within view for only about an hour each Martian
day, ten hours before periapsis. At that time Vie spacecraft is
quite far out in its orbit, and the viewing is highly oblique. 'iliere
will be no choice in the viewing angle, in the field of view, nor in
the time of day at the site being observed. T'liere is no possibility,
for example, of watching the developioient of a cloild at different
times during a Martian day. d-host of thie planet cannot be viewed at
all while the orbit remains snchironous.
If the orbit is desynclironizzed during limited time intervals as
now planned, other parts of the planet will come into view, but onli
on preselected Hours and dates, and with severe viewing angle con-
straints. Although an orbiter mission can do a beautiful kb of
geological mapping, as the ?lariner a
 mission has recently demonstrated,
it provides only limited opportunity for investigating atmospheric
phenomena. The only way that good synoptic coverage could be pro-
vided by orbiters would be to have six or eight of them distributed
in an equatorial ring around each planet, and the cost of such a program
would certainly be very high.
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Planetary flybys during their "Observatory" lhtus4s (i.e., approaeh
and departure) can provide planutwide views, but these 'periods are
necessarily of limited duration. The probability that a flyby will
arrive at the planet during a particularly interen ting period of activity
is rather low. 11cre is t3^ further problem that fl ybys will not
generally occur when planets are favorably situated for simultaneous
observation from the Earth. For example, the lxlariner Verdus-i•ierCUr
spacecraft will fly by Venus in early 1974 at a time when the cloud
pattern cannot be seen from the Earth, so there will be no way of con-
necting the Mariner findings with the range of Verne cloud conditions
that have been observed with ground-based telescopes. Similarly,
Pioneer 10 will pass Jupiter in December of 1973, snoree than lour mouths
after opposition. Mien the Viking spacecraft reach tlars in June of
1976, the planet is almost as far away from Earth as it can be.
The merit of the Large Space Telescope, as compared with plarietar'
orbiters or flybys, is that the LST can view large areas of the planet,
sometimes nearly the whole disk, on a much more flexible schedule.
Furthermore, it can do this with only gradual changes of lighting and
viewing geometry over periods of months.
The advantages of the LST over ground-based telescopes are (1)
an order of magnitude improvement in Spatial resolution and (2) a
broader range of accessible wavelengths. In the ordinar y optical range,
the LST will enable us to observe features on a planet 100 times smaller
in area than can now be done under the ver y best conditions with
I"
ground-based telescope.., and a?rmost 1000 teas smaller in area than
must be dealt with on average in ty7)ical ;;round -based synoptic prugraus6.
What can we expect to learn with this hs 1proved resolution: Qf
course, totally unexpected pheriomwna beyond the reach ofgroiuid-h,
telescopes may very well be discuve-red. Such discoteV, of the xuiex-
pected should certainly be a major goal of the Large Space Telescope.
Leaving aside the unknown, However, there are m,+iw lmown l3hunw,ena fur
which an improved understanding of physicrn processes can be uxpect(!d
from LS'C synoptic observation:,.
An example is Jupiter's Great Red Spot. `17ii.s long-lived feature
is undoubtedly one of the major enigmas in all of astronomy. Several
models Have been suggested to explain the Spot (Peek, 1955; Ilide, Igul;
Smoluchmaski, 1970; Kuiper, 1972), and most of the models make specific
predictions concerning the. flow pattern around the Spot, thee, inter-
change of material between the Spot and its surroundings, and the
vorticity within the Spot itself. Unfortunately, with ground-based
resolution, interactions between the Spot and other features are
rarely seen, so the critical flow patterns are not known with cer-
tainty. Observations of the Great Red Spot with the LST camera over
a sufficient time interval may provide the missing key to its nature.
In addition to the question of the Great Red Spot, tl)e problem
of the overall atmospheric dynamics of Jupiter could benefit greatly
from the improved resolution of the IST. It has been lanomi for a
long time that the circulation pattern of Jupiter's atiTosphere is
n
s
cuq)licated.	 r-L-asurexents of the longitudinal mution of fuaturts:, such
as tile recent analysis of P-t-rol photographs b ,., fn,,  k^ (II" ^73i sho-,m in
Un	 tFigure 5, reveal abrupt dis cont hwi ties with latitt'du Lord a-1 So wj 1i
time.	 observations with. the 1,517 will male it pc-,s 	 to achieve
greater latitudinal resolution in rotational profilos, thurub'^ timer
defining the extent of the shear --aws between currents. 	 It -hould
also become possible to measure north-south Velocities in the Cloud
lavers.	 'lliese are rarely observed at ground-basel resc-lutiun, but
the detQction of them is needed to idvntif-v the iiistability ur(!chanisiiis
operating in Jupiter's atmosphere (Stone, 1973).
On Mars, typical gromid-based resolution is several h tuidred Me-
meters, and only the grossest jimifestations of atmusnheric actiVit'
can 
be observed.	 The much smaller detail revealed by the LST "mura
tdll be a great help in understanding the fonnation of clouds, the
progress of dust stoms, and the advance and regression of the polar
caps in tems of topography , elevation, winds, Laid local albedos.
The broader wavelengtli window available from the LbT as compared
with telescopes below the Earth's a-biosphere brings several possible
cainera investigations to mind.	 Access to the near ultraviolet may
pennit usage detection and monitoring of the Martian airglow (Bw-h
et al., 19/2).	 The detectabilit% of the ultraviolet features 
in the
Venus cloud deck should be improved, so that variations of contrast
and detail can be investigated.	 Ultraviolet features on Jupiter,
such as the SEB disturbance in Figure 3, will be ol" interest to
for at shorter wavelengths and with higher resolution.	 Imagijig of
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Jupiter and Saturn in the infrared mot4ane bared at 5„ 0 .5 trill Make
possible studies of the variations in the hei ht and/or tenuosit,:- of
cloud features as a function of position and tin,-, at much higher
resolution than can be done froiit the ground. ,%nd, of course, one
would want to take a similar lout: at Uranus and Neptune.
During the decade between now and the launching of the LST, our
choice of synoptic cairwra programs and priorities will doubtless change.
To sofow extent, hot ever, we shall probably 'Wit to pursue TMoptic
studies that are extensiais in resolution and WaVCeIength over those
that are being carried out today with ground-based telescopes.
Taking the exaiiiples of ground-based s ynoptic p?lanetar; • observa-
tions for reference, let tree suggest soire desirable LsT camera param-
eters and some possible strategies for the s_;noptic observation of
the principal planets. T would like to focus attention first on
Jupiter, partly bee-iuse it may offer tho highest potential for funda-
mental findings and partly because it puts higher demwids on cmuiera
performance than Mars or Venus do.
If the whole disk of Jupiter is to lie. record-ed without serious
deg-radatlon of the optical transfer function of the telescope at
visual wavelengths, it has to fill a detector having at least 15U0 x
2500 pi:xols, so that the, image sampling interval will be about half
the limiting spatial wavelength. 03 the other hand, if the limb of
the planet is not included in the recorded image, there will be no
zenocentric reference against which the positions oi' moving, cloud
- 10 -
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features can be irk:asured. 1he-' can, of cot-TSB, bc^ 1o'e: asurud relative
to one another within a smaller J)L. el format "hat lcc°s nut boo ludo the
limbs, :yid such a couoipranise jmq be satisftuctory i f the detector spans
at least 1000 x 1000 pixels. ?Mosaic coverage of thw limige with still
smaller detector arrays, such as 256 x '56 pi_zels, will be rather
unsatisfactory unless the; piecing together of the mu , , tic cart be done
with extremely high precision so that coordviate continuity across
the junction is good to less thwi hali a pixel. The s no holds true,
of course, for the relative positional stability of y i:4 1s within a
larger array that spans the. full disk. Image siay.^ar due to Jupiter's
rotation should be held to a similar limit :rid therefore sets the
maximn exposure tij7ie at about one second. Danielson (1973) has shown
that one second is sufficient to produce a good signal-to-noise ratio
with ordinary filter bandwidths at visual wavelengths, but that longer
exposures with image motion compensation would be required to do well
in the ultraviolet.
If all sides of Jupiter were to be observed ba° the LSf on an
uninterrupted patrol schedule for a desirable length of tiao ue, it would
be incompatible with other astronomical procrams competing for LST
tvue. A reasonable propcsal would therefore be to record about 60
images of a particular side of Jupiter at regular intervals, either
each rotation period (given 9.9 hours) or each alternate rotation
period (even. 19.E hours). if the selected interval is one rotation,
a 60-image program would last 35 days. Since th" images would have
;,._ Li
y1
ti
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to be acquired within about GO minutes of the ideal ti as, this pro-
gram could be a difficult one to schueiule. On the basis of present
patrol uyperionce, however, such an LOr p,rogfwlt seed 11hu e tipduute l to
Vield an accuracy bettor than 0.2, muter per sOeon_p in the velocity
field of the Jovian cloud pattu'rn--enough to identit, d:°Houck mwvs
very well. If the progrwa is successful, it would probably be desir-
able to 'repeat it several timtis at two- or th ee 'p oar intervals.
Any pixel format or mosaicking govuthud that is satisfactory fur
Jupiter should also be satisfactory for i7ars, Venus, or Satu'nl. ,V1
ideal program for ears would include two different observing schedules,
one for studying diurnal effects and the other fur following changes
that occur in Ate course of days and weeks.
The diurnal study of ;darn would require. hour-b?`-hour ijoia; ing,
preferrably for a full rotation, several times (perhaps once or trace
per months during a Dartian apparition. Diurnal effects include kuw_ n
contrast variations, which doubtless have much smaller scale structure
than tae see in ground-based Patrol photographs WILT Whieh put deioiands on
on the photometric rcrfonotance of the LST camera. As illustrated for
• particular location and time period in Figure u, the contrast between
• light area and a neighboring dark area tends to change Sui an
metric way during tare Martian da • , in the sense that the light area
seems to become intrinsically brighter in the afternoon. if data for
various tune periods are averaged and if a symmetric FSinnaert function
is subtracted, one obtains the residual afternonn brightening curve
O'
..-_
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shouii in Fipuro Z. uiy LS°P study Of diurnal effects will retpuiro gucd
stability in the relative sensitivities of pixels, so that Subtle
contrast changes can be detected. In this regard, I hope that the Gip°
camera detector can approach fundaiuental limits ^s t L.° p9h_°tc l et.uri
statistics) connecting contrast threshold and spatial
ba -to-&ky chw.ges (as distinct :froia diurnal effects) paruhably
cannot be followed on all sides of Alars without boipposbig a, undue
burden on LST observing tino, so I would propose imaging a particular
side (perhaps around CM = 340`) once each rotation (24.6 hours) for
about two mantis near favorable oppositions. Specifically, this uould
wean about one set of images per dat e through June and July of 1986
and through September and October of 1988. The latter will probably
include the developing stages of a major dust storm.
0a Venus a selected "side" of the atrnspheric cloud pattern should
be nionitu•ed by the L5t in ultraviolet light. This could require an
image (or set of images) about once every 4.3 dat es, on an adjustable
schedule, for two four-tionth intervals bracketing an eastern and a
western elongation.
Witp c the LST, it would be desirable to do all synoptic planetary
imaging in a sequence of several colors. The present ground-based
Patrol successfully employes four broad-bared filters that approximate
the UBW; system used in astronomical photometry. 1'7ith the addition
of another band in the ultraviolet, this s;:stent would also be a good
choice for LST hnaging. 'Narrow-band filters 	 N, helpful in
<, is
^	 n
13
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i
v
dialnosinp the presence of particular surface minerals o • cloud cun-
stituents, but naay be of lkitcd 'value in a s,.rioptic mode. ` n' a total
rangxo of ownpled taavoleng"ths should be as broad as possible so as to
optimize the possibility of interpreting the phase toglc dependence of
contrast c4aanges in teriis of particle size lepealraticns. Thus, a
i;
broad raga of sensitivity from the ultraviolet to near ini`rarcd will
be desirable.
In swrviar:, the synoptic use of the LST high-r"solut ioPe 4wlie"ra
will mal_u major contributions to out understand_iov of variable aumos-
phonic ph¢nomona on planets particularly Jupiter, Stars, Menus, and
Saturn.
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Figure 1. The developiment of the planetwide Just stone on 'Mars hi 1'171
as seen on International Planetary Patrol photo,,r;jjhs in red light,
^^d lid^9rt
Figure 2. Itaps showing the Aout,lines of the 1971 Narti ui dust stom
at tv+o-hour intervals during the first ten days. i:uuiers labelled
on the outlines represent apparent solar tine at the 0° meridian.
CI-tartin, 1973) .
Figure 3. Planetary Patrol phototraphs in ultra-vieilet light slluaing
the growth of a major disturbance in the south equatorial belt of
Jupiter. (Batun, 1971).
Figure 4. ALrcator map of Aiirs showing the areas that can be viewed
by Viking orbiter cameras during the early days of the mission.
Figure S. Observed rotation periods of cloud features on Jupiter as
a fwiction of latitude hi 1970, 1971, and 1972. (Inge, 1973).
Figure G. Ratio of the blue surface brightness of a light area (.l`anthe)
on Mars to that of the neighboring dark area (^'a.loker) , plotted
against the local time of da- in that region. Tliese data are for
one of three calendar into- nrals studied during the 1771 Mars
apparition. Crhompson, 1973).
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Figure 7. Diurnal change in the intrinsic albeJ
boring areas on ?tars, bases on subtractingr a
ra,v data, like those vi Figure 6, for three c
1971. Cfhompsm., 1973).
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